Praise for Cooking in Provence by Alex Mackay
I have several excellent books on French cooking but I would swap them all for this one" Kenneth Hodgson, Living France Magazine
"Just reading through the recipes in this book is enough to make you want to get down to
your local farmers' market, snap up the best ingredients on offer and get cooking....great
descriptions of the people and scenery in a way that really brings the region to life" Michelle Stanistreet, Sunday Express
"Nestled among the evocative, sun-drenched pictures is a text worthy of attention...Laden
as it is with text, it explores ingredients and seasonings that will stimulate and excite the
reader" Henry Harris, Caterer & Hotelkeeper Magazine
"The perfect insight into French food without any airs and graces" - Anthony Worrall
Thompson, The Express
"won't fail to bring sunshine into your kitchen....all the recipes are timeless and
intoxicating... captures both the passion of French cooking and the essence of French life" –
Real Magazine
"his interpretations of the sunshine cuisine of Provence are fresh and zesty. Instructions
are as straightforward as the conversational prefaces to the recipes" - Rose Shepherd, The
Times
Alex Mackay "a culinary enthusiast keen and very able to impart this love to others" - "the
recipes are clearly explained and accompanied by charming vignettes of personal
experience" - Lucy Watson, The Bookplace
"this book is testament to his skill and love of the sunny region where he works and cooks...
inspiring text transports readers to the region and will prompt any cook to take to the
kitchen" - Lauraine Jacobs, Cuisine Magazine
"Recipes for the region's classic dishes are deliciously presented through the evocative text"
- Philippa Barrett, Next Magazine
"This book not only brings the food of Provence to your table, but also the spirit of the
whole region" - Taste Magazine
"A sumptuous, beautifully photographed book which gives a real flavour of Provence" Gillian Carter, BBC Good Food Magazine
"This beautiful book is packed full of recipes that truly capture the tastes and smells of
Provence" - The Book People
"Sumptuous photography accompanies colourful descriptions of scenery, people and life in
Provence" - Bryony Weaver, Gay Times

"Simple, gutsy food that captures the essence of the region, and lovely evocative
photography. A real treat" – Fresh Magazine
"Authentic and easy-to-follow recipes" - Sainsbury's Magazine
"Alex Mackay shares his passion for the relaxed, rural lifestyle and simple cooking of
Provence, with a collection of recipes capturing the French region's unique identity" - Food
& Travel Magazine

